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Knowledge Disparities and Information Poverty on Wikipedia
(coverage and depth of knowledge in Wikipedia articles)
Across geographical areas (Graham et al., 2014)

Across knowledge domains
(Halavais and Lackaff, 2008)

“…some parts of the world remain well below their expected values.”

It’s not just Wikipedia – All collaborative information networks are susceptible to the digital divide!

Why? What do we know? What can we do about it?

What do we know?
•

Geographic information skews and digital divides limit our understanding of and attention to
impoverished areas in terms of economic, social, political and cultural concerns (Forman et al. 2012;
Norris 2001; Castells 1999; Yu 2006)
•

“Most of Africa is being left in a technological apartheid” – Castells, 1999

•

Info (un)availability has a strong impact on real-world outcomes in financial markets, scientific
advancement, tourism (Hinnosaur et al. 2017; Thompson and Hanley 2017; Xiaoquan and Lihong
2015; Xu and Zhang 2013)

•

Herding and popularity effects in information networks (Salganik et al. 2006; Muchnik et al. 2013;
many others)

What do we know?
•

On Wikipedia:
• A lot of work on the motivation of editors (Gallus 2016; Lampe et al. 2012; Zhang and Zhu 2011)
• Production and consumption interact in complex, dynamical ways (Kampf et al. 2012,2015; Wilkinson and
Huberman 2007), including “rich-get-richer” dynamics (Aaltonen and Seiler 2016)
• Kane and Ransbotham (2016) find evidence (not causally identified) consistent with a consumption and
production feedback loop.
• The network position of an article is correlated with both its production and consumption (Kane, 2009;
Kummer et al. 2016; Ransbotham et al. 2012)
• Structural embeddedness of an article in the content-contributor network is positively correlated with
consumption and quality (Kane and Ransbotham 2016; Ransbotham et al. 2012)
• Still no causal estimates of the interaction between production and consumption.

•

Demand shocks generate attention that can spillover on product networks (e.g., Amazon) yielding benefits
to downstream products (Carmi et al. 2017)

•

Seeding strategies (policies) can leverage spillover in social networks (Aral et al. 2013)

The Causal Identification Challenge
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Natural experiment: content shock in Wikipedia
•

Enacted through a campaign by the Wikipedia Education
Foundation, college students were assigned to expand
Wikipedia articles as their class assignments.

•

~35,000 articles expanded or created and ~35M words
added to Wikipedia by more than 17,000 students –
equivalent to 22 volumes of printed encyclopedia

•

Identification assumption: the content contribution by
the college students is exogenous to the natural evolution
of the articles in the sense that it would not have
occurred during the same time period in the absence of
the campaign.

Research Design
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Direct Impact of the Content Shock
•

➢
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12% lift in post-shock pageviews on average
The effect is relatively long-lasting (26 weeks post shock)
Stronger impact (as high as 30% lift) for less popular articles, with more characters added
Treated articles received 3.7 more edits (p<1e-9) and 2.2 more unique editors (p<1e-16) on average in the 6
months following the shock [DID estimators; panel models not shown here].
What drives increased attention? i.e., Where does it come from?

Clickstream Data and the Sources of Increased Attention
•

Wikimedia has recently made available monthly clickstream data that details the cumulative web traffic to
each article from external sources and across internal links (from one article to another)
• ~ 26M (referrer, resource) pairs over ~ 8B web requests

Wikipedia Clickstream dataset
•
•

We use this data to compare traffic sources for treated vs. control articles
We find increased traffic comes from both internal links and external websites
• internal traffic is explained by more incoming links (0.5 on average) added for treated articles
• external traffic is explained by improved search engine visibility (4.8 more visits/day)

Spillover of Attention

➢
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A new link brings significant traffic on average (12.9% lift)
Stronger impact (as high as 22.1%) for new links from popular source articles to unpopular target articles; and
(14.8% lift) when both source, target are unpopular.
This suggests that articles in impoverished regions may stand to benefit substantially from spillover.

Policy to Harness Attention Contagion
•

•

•

Our causal estimates show that attention to articles spills over onto downstream articles and
this is effect is most prevalent over newly created links and to less popular downstream
articles.
•

In social networks, we might term this spillover as contagious – articles are more likely to “catch” attention
from upstream articles.

•

Can we create a policy to leverage this effect to benefit information-impoverished regions in the network?

Attention Contagion Policy (ACP): Encourage editors to focus their efforts on highly related
(connected) topics/groups of articles. In network terms, this means focusing on cliques or
communities of articles.
•

How might we measure this?

•

We need a baseline to compare it to….

Undirected Attention Policy (UAP): Editors focus their attention on articles without
considering their relatedness or network structure.

Intuition: a mean-field estimation of spillover benefit

•
•
•

Demonstrates the intuition of capturing the benefit of Attention Contagion
Policies
Permits direct estimation of the benefit under mean-field assumptions.
But the real-world doesn’t obey the above assumptions. We can do better!

Empirically-Informed Diffusion Simulation
•

A Tale of Two Policies
•
•

We need a way to find “impoverished regions”:
• Search for maximal cliques and communities in the weighted network (from clickstream traffic data) with “low traffic”
So here’s what a single perturbative simulation would look like:

Attention Contagion Policy (ACP)

Undirected Attention Policy (UAP)
For a given simulation of ACP , we select a community (or clique) and perturb all the nodes (red) in that subnetwork.
We create a matching simulation of UAP, where each node in ACP is matched to a node in UAP.

Excess Attention – Benefits of Spillover

We choose 600 cliques/communities with “low traffic” (impoverished) and perform this
simulation:

The Attention Contagion Policy leads to significant increases (up to 2x on average) in Excess Attention (p<1e-71).
It harness attention contagion to benefit impoverished regions in the information network.

Takeaway
• Directed editorial efforts to develop underdeveloped articles have significant and
long-lasting impact
• A positive feedback loop between content production and consumption in open collaboration
systems.

• Attention propagates over the information network through hyperlinks
• Attention spillover is particularly strong for new links and less popular linked articles

• Informational inequities can be alleviated using policies that best leverage
attention spillovers

